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Crime in America's Top-rated Cities
Choose Latin America
When we think about young people dealing drugs, we tend to picture it happening
on urban streets, in disadvantaged, crime-ridden neighborhoods. But drugs are
used everywhere—even in upscale suburbs and top-tier high schools—and teenage
users in the suburbs tend to buy drugs from their peers, dealers who have their
own culture and code, distinct from their urban counterparts. In Code of the
Suburb, Scott Jacques and Richard Wright offer a fascinating ethnography of the
culture of suburban drug dealers. Drawing on fieldwork among teens in a wealthy
suburb of Atlanta, they carefully parse the complicated code that governs
relationships among buyers, sellers, police, and other suburbanites. That code
differs from the one followed by urban drug dealers in one crucial respect: whereas
urban drug dealers see violent vengeance as crucial to status and security, the
opposite is true for their suburban counterparts. As Jacques and Wright show,
suburban drug dealers accord status to deliberate avoidance of conflict, which
helps keep their drug markets more peaceful—and, consequently, less likely to be
noticed by law enforcement. Offering new insight into both the little-studied area of
suburban drug dealing, and, by extension, the more familiar urban variety, Code of
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the Suburb
The Development of Criminological Thought
"[Gangs in America′s Communities] is one of the most comprehensive treatments
of gangs in the marketplace. . . . I highly recommend its adoption as you will not be
disappointed and, most importantly, neither will your students." —Elvira WhiteLewis, Texas A&M University-Commerce Gangs in America′s Communities, Third
Edition blends theory with current research to help readers identify essential
features associated with youth violence and gangs, as well as apply strategies for
gang control and prevention. Authors Dr. James C. Howell and Dr. Elizabeth
Griffiths introduce readers to theories of gang formation, illustrate various ways of
defining and classifying gangs, and discuss national trends in gang presence and
gang-related violence across American cities. They also offer evidence-based
strategies for positioning communities to prevent, intervene, and address gang
activity. New to the Third Edition: A series of new case studies document the
evolution of numerous gangs in large cities, including the community aspect,
evolutionary nature, and how cities influence levels of violence. New discussions
highlighting the role of social media, insights into how gangs use it to recruit
members, and the response from law enforcement. Current nationwide gang
trends are discussed to encourage readers to analyze and interpret the most
recent statistics for which representative data is available. Updated macro and
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developmental models. New discussions around female gang members offer
readers potentially effective programs for discouraging females from joining
gangs—along with highly regarded delinquency prevention and reduction
programs that have the potency to be effective in reducing gang crimes among
young women. A comprehensive gang prevention, intervention, and suppression
program in Multnomah County, Oregon shows how theory was successfully applied
to reduce gang activity in a local community. New research on "gang structures"
and their rates of crime illustrate the connections between violent crimes and the
amount of violent offenders within a gang. Additional discussion of distinguishing
features (e.g., typologies) of major gangs, and numerous examples of gang
symbols, tattoos, and graffiti has been added to help readers identify and
differentiate various types of gangs. Instructors, sign in at
study.sagepub.com/howell3e for a Microsoft Word test bank, Microsoft PowerPoint
slides, and more!

America's 50 Safest Cities
Code of the Suburb
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The contributors
question the causes of public concern about the number of
returning prisoners, the public safety consequences of prisoners returning to the
community and the political and law enforcement responses to the issue.

Prisoner Reentry and Crime in America
One of the most progressive movements for “Freedom, Justice and Equality” in
African American history has been Islam. Transported into America among the very
first slaves, it has survived for four centuries under the most difficult of
circumstances. Yet, it has produced some of the most influential leaders among
Black Americans including Elijah Muhammad, Malcolm X, Imam Warithu Deen
Mohammed, Louis Farrakhan and many others. In A Black Man’s Journey in
America: Glimpses of Islam, Conversations and Travels, I have placed my family’s
history within the context of that Islamic heritage. Further, I have attempted to
unravel the method through which African American Muslims were so often forced
to embrace as a means of survival.

Crime Control in America
Friends Disappear
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Discusses
years of 1991 and 2000.

Gangs in America′s Communities
After Life Imprisonment
Partnership for Safer Cities
"Get it straight right now: these aren't kids playing games of war. They mean
business. They are junior-grade killers and public enemies one through five
thousand" In Rusty Santoro's neighborhood, the kids carry knives, chains, bricks.
Broken glass. And when they fight, they fight dirty, leaving the streets littered with
the bodies of the injured and the dead. Rusty wants out - but you can't just walk
away from a New York street gang. And his decision may leave his family to pay a
terrible price. First published more than half a century ago and inspired by the
author's real-life experience going undercover inside a street gang, Web of the City
was Harlan Ellison's first novel and marked the long-form debut of one of the most
electrifying, unforgettable, and controversial voices of 20th century letters.
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stories Ellison wrote for the pulp magazines of the 1950s, Web of the City offers
both a snapshot of a lost era and a portrait of violence and grief as timely as
today's most brutal headlines.

Growing Up in America
This unique analysis of the rise of the juvenile justice system from the nineteenth
to twentieth centuries uses one of the harshest states—California—as a case study
for examining racism in the treatment of incarcerated young people of color. Using
rich new untapped archives, States of Delinquency is the first book to explore the
experiences of young Mexican Americans, African Americans, and ethnic EuroAmericans in California correctional facilities including Whittier State School for
Boys and the Preston School of Industry. Miroslava Chávez-García examines the
ideologies and practices used by state institutions as they began to replace
families and communities in punishing youth, and explores the application of
science and pseudo-scientific research in the disproportionate classification of
youths of color as degenerate. She also shows how these boys and girls, and their
families, resisted increasingly harsh treatment and various kinds of abuse,
including sterilization.
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Juvenile Delinquency
A major statement on the juvenile justice system by one of America’s leading
experts The juvenile court lies at the intersection of youth policy and crime policy.
Its institutional practices reflect our changing ideas about children and crime
control. The Evolution of the Juvenile Court provides a sweeping overview of the
American juvenile justice system’s development and change over the past century.
Noted law professor and criminologist Barry C. Feld places special emphasis on
changes over the last 25 years—the ascendance of get tough crime policies and
the more recent Supreme Court recognition that “children are different.” Feld’s
comprehensive historical analyses trace juvenile courts’ evolution though four
periods—the original Progressive Era, the Due Process Revolution in the 1960s, the
Get Tough Era of the 1980s and 1990s, and today’s Kids Are Different era. In each
period, changes in the economy, cities, families, race and ethnicity, and politics
have shaped juvenile courts’ policies and practices. Changes in juvenile courts’
ends and means—substance and procedure—reflect shifting notions of children’s
culpability and competence. The Evolution of the Juvenile Court examines how
conservative politicians used coded racial appeals to advocate get tough policies
that equated children with adults and more recent Supreme Court decisions that
draw on developmental psychology and neuroscience research to bolster its
conclusions about youths’ reduced criminal responsibility and diminished
competence. Feld draws on lessons from the past to envision a new,
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appropriate justice system for children. Ultimately, providing
justice for children requires structural changes to reduce social and economic
inequality—concentrated poverty in segregated urban areas—that
disproportionately expose children of color to juvenile courts’ punitive policies.
Historical, prescriptive, and analytical, The Evolution of the Juvenile Court
evaluates the author’s past recommendations to abolish juvenile courts in light of
this new evidence, and concludes that separate, but reformed, juvenile courts are
necessary to protect children who commit crimes and facilitate their successful
transition to adulthood.

Crime and Justice in Urban America
Juvenile Crime, Juvenile Justice
Crime in America's Top Rated Cities
The generous social welfare system in Europe is one of the most important
differences between Europe and the US. Defenders of the European welfare state
argue that it improves social cohesion and prevents crime. Others argue that the
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"invisible
hand" in the US economy is equally powerful in reducing unemployment
and preventing crime. This book takes this trade-off as a starting point and
contributes to a better interdisciplinary understanding of the interactions between
crime, economic performance and social exclusion. In doing so, it evaluates the
existing economic and criminological research and provides innovative empirical
investigations on the basis of international panel data sets from different levels of
regional aggregation.

Juvenile Delinquency
This book focuses on the history and development of criminological thought from
the pre-Enlightenment period to the present and offers a detailed and
chronological overview of competing theoretical perspectives in criminology in
their social and political context. This book covers: A discussion of how major
theorists came to espouse their ideas and how the social context of the time
influenced the development criminological thought; An exploration of the scientific
method and the way in which theories are tested; Details of the origins of each
theory as well as their recent developments in scholarship and research;
Comparative and international research in theory; The empirical support for theory
and the relationship between research and policy; Biosocial and developmental
criminology, including the biosocial underpinnings of criminal behavior and the
influence of neuroscience and brain psychology; Theoretical applications for
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environmental crime; A summary of the current state of criminological knowledge
and a vision for the future of criminology. The book includes lists of further reading
and chapter summaries, and is supported by timelines of key works and events.
This book is essential reading for courses on criminological theory, criminal
behaviour, criminal psychology and biosocial criminology.

Sociological Abstracts
This work offers complete description and scholarly analysis of major delinquency
prevention and control programmes. It links what has been done in the past with
what should be done in the future, concluding with directions for future prevention
and control efforts.

The Figgie Report on Fear of Crime: Reducing crime in America,
successful community efforts
The Georgia Peace Officer
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A Black Man's Journey in America: Glimpses of Islam,
Conversations and Travels
One out of every ten prisoners in the United States is serving a life
sentence—roughly 130,000 people. While some have been sentenced to life in
prison without parole, the majority of prisoners serving ‘life’ will be released back
into society. But what becomes of those people who reenter the everyday world
after serving life in prison? In After Life Imprisonment, Marieke Liem carefully
examines the experiences of “lifers” upon release. Through interviews with over
sixty homicide offenders sentenced to life but granted parole, Liem tracks those
able to build a new life on the outside and those who were re-incarcerated. The
interviews reveal prisoners’ reflections on being sentenced to life, as well as the
challenges of employment, housing, and interpersonal relationships upon release.
Liem explores the increase in handing out of life sentences, and specifically
provides a basis for discussions of the goals, costs, and effects of long-term
imprisonment, ultimately unpacking public policy and discourse surrounding longterm incarceration. A profound criminological examination, After Life Imprisonment
reveals the untold, lived experiences of prisoners before and after their life
sentences.

Crime and Justice in America
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Pathways and Prevention explores the pivotal roles that
family, trauma, mental health, and schools have on juvenile delinquency, while
exploring opportunities for prevention and intervention. Authors Christopher A.
Mallett and Miyuki Fukushima Tedor draw from years of experience working with
juvenile offenders to shed light on the nature of delinquency and the diverse
pathways to juvenile delinquency, while offering evidence-based techniques for
preventing and rehabilitating youthful offenders. Clear explanations of the
concepts and thought-provoking case studies move students beyond
memorization—encouraging them to think critically about juvenile delinquency and
make recommendations for better practices and policies.

Web of the City
Healing America's Cities
Assesses the advantages of Latin America and discusses health and financial
considerations, and the history, geography, and culture of Latin America

All-America City Yearbook
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The Rough
the most of this exotic region without breaking the bank. Backpackers, careerbreakers, gap year travellers and those who want more bang for their buck, will
find in depth budget information for all seven Central American countries and
every aspect of travel. From accommodation and restaurants to special events,
festivals and adrenalin-pumping outdoor activities, this guide is packed with the
best budget information for night-life, shopping, markets and entertainment, as
well as "Treat Yourself" boxes that highlight great places and things worth
splashing out on. There is a full-colour introduction with highlights for every
country. You'll also find useful words and phrases in every language and detailed
maps for hundreds of locations. Make the most of your time with The Rough Guide
to Central America on a Budget.

States of Delinquency
America’s Safest City
Crime in Europe
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The City That Became Safe
Even though youth crime rates have fallen since the mid-1990s, public fear and
political rhetoric over the issue have heightened. The Columbine shootings and
other sensational incidents add to the furor. Often overlooked are the underlying
problems of child poverty, social disadvantage, and the pitfalls inherent to
adolescent decisionmaking that contribute to youth crime. From a policy
standpoint, adolescent offenders are caught in the crossfire between nurturance of
youth and punishment of criminals, between rehabilitation and "get tough"
pronouncements. In the midst of this emotional debate, the National Research
Council's Panel on Juvenile Crime steps forward with an authoritative review of the
best available data and analysis. Juvenile Crime, Juvenile Justice presents
recommendations for addressing the many aspects of America's youth crime
problem. This timely release discusses patterns and trends in crimes by children
and adolescents--trends revealed by arrest data, victim reports, and other sources;
youth crime within general crime; and race and sex disparities. The book explores
desistance--the probability that delinquency or criminal activities decrease with
age--and evaluates different approaches to predicting future crime rates. Why do
young people turn to delinquency? Juvenile Crime, Juvenile Justice presents what
we know and what we urgently need to find out about contributing factors, ranging
from prenatal care, differences in temperament, and family influences to the role
of peer relationships, the impact of the school policies toward delinquency, and the
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of the neighborhood and community. Equally important, this
book examines a range of solutions: Prevention and intervention efforts directed to
individuals, peer groups, and families, as well as day care-, school- and communitybased initiatives. Intervention within the juvenile justice system. Role of the police.
Processing and detention of youth offenders. Transferring youths to the adult
judicial system. Residential placement of juveniles. The book includes background
on the American juvenile court system, useful comparisons with the juvenile justice
systems of other nations, and other important information for assessing this
problem.

The Rough Guide to Central America On A Budget
In 1974, middle-schooler Mary Barr and a dozen of her friends boys and girls, black
and white sat for a photograph on a porch in Evanston, Illinois. Barr s book, both
history and ethnography, emerges from her thinking about this photograph and its
deep background. Using government documents, newspaper articles, and census
data, Barr provides a history of Evanston with a particular emphasis on its
neighborhoods, its schools, and its families. Barr also tracked down all of the living
people in her photograph and interviewed them about their experiences in
Evanston and beyond. Ultimately, Barr comes to better understand the stories and
the lies people tell about their communities, as well as the ways that inequality
begets inequality, both in a historical sense and in the daily lives of her far-flung
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The Quality of life in America
Business Periodicals Index
This sophomore/junior level core text is intended for the juvenile delinquency
course taught in criminal justice, criminology, and sociology departments at both
four year and two year institutions. Taking a sociological approach, Juvenile
Delinquency, Tenth Edition, discusses delinquency as it relates to and emerges
from the youth's family, neighborhood, school, peer group, social class, and overall
cultural and social environment. The author incorporates contributions from
sociologists, psychologists, social workers, criminologists, and other specialists who
have sought to understand, explain, control, and prevent juvenile delinquency.
New to this edition: • All data on delinquents and delinquency derived from FBI
Uniform Crime Reports and Juvenile Court Statistics have been updated. • Reports
and analyses of contemporary school shootings and other violent youth behavior
provide theoretical explanations of cause and suggest preventative measures. The
etiology of this phenomenon will be expanded. • The coverage of contemporary
integrative theories of juvenile delinquency, including contributions from rational
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and feminist theory, have been expanded. This book is
accompanied by a learning package designed to enhance the experience of both
instructors and students. Instructor’s Manual and Test Bank. For each chapter in
the text, this valuable resource provides a chapter summary, student learning
objectives, lecture outlines, and recommended classroom exercises. The Test Bank
includes multiple choice, true-false, fill-in-the-blank, and essay questions. The
Instructor’s Manual and Test Bank are available to adopters for download on the
text’s catalog page at www.rowman.com. Respondus 4.0©. Respondus 4.0© is a
powerful tool for creating and managing exams that can be printed to paper or
published directly to the most popular learning management systems. Exams can
be created offline or moved from one LMS to another. Respondus LE is available for
free and can be used to automate the process of creating print tests. Respondus
3.5, available for purchase or via a school site license, prepares tests to be
uploaded to an LMS. Click here:
http://www.respondus.com/products/testbank/search.php to submit your request.
Respondus StudyMate©. Respondus StudyMate© helps students master the basics
of course material through learning activities, self-assessments, and games. A
dozen activities – such as flash cards, crosswords and quizzes – engage students
with course content in an individualized way. Students can access StudyMate
activities using computers, smartphones and tablets. StudyMate also integrates
seamlessly with the most popular learning management systems.
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Juvenile Delinquency
Prevention and Control of Juvenile Delinquency
The Evolution of the Juvenile Court
The Open Access version of this book, available at
https://www.taylorfrancis.com/books/9780429352775 has been made available
under a Creative Commons Attribution-Non Commercial-No Derivatives 4.0 license.
No city environment reflects the meaning of urban life better than a public place. A
public place, whatever its nature—a park, a mall, a train platform or a street
corner—is where people pass by, meet each other and at times become a victim of
crime. With this book, we submit that crime and safety in public places are not
issues that can be easily dealt with within the boundaries of a single discipline. The
book aims to illustrate the complexity of patterns of crime and fear in public places
with examples of studies on these topics contextualized in different cities and
countries around the world. This is achieved by tackling five cross-cutting themes:
the nature of the city’s environment as a backdrop for crime and fear; the
dynamics of individuals’ daily routines and their transit safety; the safety
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metrics of crime and fear; and, finally, examples of current practices in promoting
safety. All these original chapters contribute to our quest for safer, more inclusive,
resilient, equitable and sustainable cities and human settlements aligned to the
Global 2030 Agenda for Sustainable Development.

Crime Prevention in America
Can business activity in itself be morally good and pleasing to God? Sometimes
business can seem so shady-manipulating the "bottom line," deceiving the
consumer, or gaining promotions because of whom you know. But Wayne Grudem
introduces a novel concept: business itself glorifies God when it is conducted in a
way that imitates God's character and creation. He shows that all aspects of
business, including ownership, profit, money, competition, and borrowing and
lending, glorify God because they are reflective of God's nature. Though Grudem
isn't naïve about the easy ways these activities can be perverted and used as a
means to sin, he knows that Christians can be about the business of business. This
biblically based book is a thoughtful guide to imitating God during interactions with
customers, coworkers, employees, and other businesses. See how your business,
and your life in business, can be dedicated to God's glory.
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Winner of the American Society of Criminology 2015 Michael J. Hindelang Book
Award for the Most Outstanding Contribution to Research in Criminology Since the
mid-1990s, the fast-growing suburb of Amherst, NY has been voted by numerous
publications as one of the safest places to live in America. Yet, like many of
America’s seemingly idyllic suburbs, Amherst is by no means without
crime—especially when it comes to adolescents. In America’s Safest City, noted
juvenile justice scholar Simon I. Singer uses the types of delinquency seen in
Amherst as a case study illuminating the roots of juvenile offending and deviance
in modern society. If we are to understand delinquency, Singer argues, we must
understand it not just in impoverished areas, but in affluent ones as well. Drawing
on ethnographic work, interviews with troubled youth, parents and service
providers, and extensive surveys of teenage residents in Amherst, the book
illustrates how a suburban environment is able to provide its youth with
opportunities to avoid frequent delinquencies. Singer compares the most
delinquent teens he surveys with the least delinquent, analyzing the circumstances
that did or did not lead them to deviance and the ways in which they confront their
personal difficulties, societal discontents, and serious troubles. Adolescents,
parents, teachers, coaches and officials, he concludes, are able in this suburban
setting to recognize teens’ need for ongoing sources of trust, empathy, and
identity in a multitude of social settings, allowing them to become what Singer
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modern’ individuals better equipped to deal with the trials and
tribulations of modern life. A unique and comprehensive study, America’s Safest
City is a major new addition to scholarship on juveniles and crime in America.
Crime, Law and Social Change's special issue on America's Safest City

Gangs and Crime in Latin America
"This books takes a sociological approach to discussing delinquency as it relates to
and emerges from the youth's family, neighborhood, school, peer group, social
class, and overall cultural and social environment. The authors incorporate
contributions from sociologists, psychologists, social workers, criminologists, and
other specialists who have sought to understand, explain, control, and prevent
juvenile delinquency"--

Crime and Fear in Public Places
Privilege and Punishment
How the attorney-client relationship favors the privileged in criminal court—and
denies justice to the poor and to working-class people of color The number of
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decades. Criminal defendants come from all races and economic walks of life, but
they experience punishment in vastly different ways. Privilege and Punishment
examines how racial and class inequalities are embedded in the attorney-client
relationship, providing a devastating portrait of inequality and injustice within and
beyond the criminal courts. Matthew Clair conducted extensive fieldwork in the
Boston court system, attending criminal hearings and interviewing defendants,
lawyers, judges, police officers, and probation officers. In this eye-opening book, he
uncovers how privilege and inequality play out in criminal court interactions. When
disadvantaged defendants try to learn their legal rights and advocate for
themselves, lawyers and judges often silence, coerce, and punish them. Privileged
defendants, who are more likely to trust their defense attorneys, delegate
authority to their lawyers, defer to judges, and are rewarded for their compliance.
Clair shows how attempts to exercise legal rights often backfire on the poor and on
working-class people of color, and how effective legal representation alone is no
guarantee of justice. Superbly written and powerfully argued, Privilege and
Punishment draws needed attention to the injustices that are perpetuated by the
attorney-client relationship in today’s criminal courts, and describes the reforms
needed to correct them.
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